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Every 40 seconds, someone in the US has a stroke. In 2008 alone, more than 133,000 Americans
died from stroke—or one person every four minutes, making it the fourth leading cause of death in
the United States.
A stroke, sometimes called a brain attack, occurs when a blockage stops the flow of blood to the
brain or when a blood vessel in or around the brain bursts. Strokes can and do occur in people of
all ages. In fact, nearly a quarter of all strokes occur in people younger than age 65.
Each year, almost 800,000 strokes occur in the United States. To help protect yourself and your
loved ones, learn what steps you can take to prevent a stroke and how to spot a stroke if one
occurs.
Lowering Your Risk for Stroke
Demographic factors such as family history, age, sex, and race/ethnicity can all play a role in an
individual’s stroke risk. Regardless of your background, however, there are several things you can
do to lower your chances of having a stroke.
• Control your Blood Pressure - More than half of the world’s stroke deaths are caused by
elevated blood pressure levels.
• Manage your Cholesterol - Get your cholesterol checked regularly and manage it with diet
and physical activity or with medication, if needed.
• Don’t smoke - cigarette smoking contributes to one in every five strokes in the US.
• Exercise regularly and maintain a healthy weight
• Eat a healthy diet that’s low in sodium.
• Prevent or control diabetes.
• Limit your alcohol - Fewer than two drinks per day for men, or one drink per day for
women.
Recognizing the Signs of Stroke
When responding to a stroke, every minute counts. The
sooner a patient receives medical treatment, the lower
the risk for death or disability. If you or someone you know
exhibits the following signs or symptoms, call 911
immediately.
• Numbness or weakness of the face, arm, or leg,
especially on one side of the body.
• Confusion, trouble speaking, or difficulty
understanding.
• Trouble seeing in one or both eyes.
• Trouble walking, dizziness, or loss of balance
and coordination.
• Severe headache with no known cause.
Remember, getting immediate medical
attention for stroke is crucial to
preventing disability and death, so don’t
delay—dial 911.
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NEW CLOT-REMOVAL TECHNIQUE BETTER THAN DRUGS FOR STROKE
PATIENTS
A new cutting edge stroke treatment that removes blood clots from large blood vessels in the brain has proven more
effective than clot-busting drugs in reducing disability and boosting recovery.
Research conducted in Catalonia, Spain, suggests the new procedure could be revolutionize the standard treatment for
stroke patients, according to experts from the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine who helped conduct the study.
"These findings are a game-changer for how we should treat certain types of stroke," said Joe Niekro Foundation
Medical Advisory Member, Demetrius Lopes, M.D., surgical director of the comprehensive stroke center at Rush
University Medical Center, one of 39 centers in the U.S. and Europe that participated in the trial. "These outcomes are
the difference between patients being able to care for themselves after stroke and being dependent."
But thrombectomy offers a minimally invasive alternative to remove the clot. During thrombectomy, a doctor uses a
machine with a catheter and suction to remove the stroke-causing blood clot. The catheter is thread through an artery in
the patient's groin, snaking it through the blood vessels and into the brain. The doctor then uses a device to grab and
dislodge the clot and pull it all the way out through the incision — a procedure likened to an angler reeling in a fish. The
recovery time can be much quicker than the traditional procedure of using medication to dissolve a clot.
The new study compared the experiences nearly 200 patients receiving tPA alone and those receiving a combination
therapy of tPA and thrombectomy within six hours of the onset of stroke symptoms.
The results showed the patients who received the combo therapy had reduced disability and nearly double the functional
independence, compared to those receiving the clot-busting drug only.
"Ethically, we can't deny patients a treatment when we have such strong evidence it's better for them," Dr. Lopes said,
noting thrombectomy now is a standard treatment at Rush and other facilities for patients with severe strokes.

JNF ONLINE SUPPORT GROUPS

“A support group can be life saving for a patient and family during their critical recovery period. I have been amazed by the
commitment, the diligence and camaraderie of their members. I have been deeply impressed by the benefit my patients and their
families have received by interacting with others who have survived the same ordeal. I salute the organizers of The Joe Niekro
Foundation™ for all the good that they do, and am deeply grateful for the benefit my patients have received because of their efforts.”
Dr. Robert F. Spetzler
Director, Barrow Neurological Institute
Chairman and President, Barrow Neurosurgical Associates
Brain Aneurysm/AVM Support Group
www.facebook.com/groups/aneurysmavm

Young Adult Brain Aneurysm/AVM Support Group
www.facebook.com/groups/youngadultaneurysmsurvivors

Parents of Brain Aneurysm/AVM Children Support Group
www.facebook.com/groups/ParentsBAAVM

Brain Aneurysm/AVM Caregiver Support Group
www.facebook.com/groups/caregiversbrainaneurysm

To find out more about the JNF Support Groups, click here

JNF
MAY BASKETS AND MEMORIES
Dear Diary,
If memories are precious pearls on a strand, we brain
aneurysm and AVM survivors feel like someone cut
the strings on our necklaces. Our pearls rolled and
scattered, and we can’t find them all. We also
sometimes have dreams that masquerade as
memories. We are often confused.

Donna’s Diary

by: Donna Poole - JNF Patient Advocate
by: Donna Poole
JNF Advocate

When some people get the devastating news of
memory loss they fold in on themselves and give up.
Quitting is the worst thing we can do. My neurologist
says to preserve brain function we survivors need to
stay active mentally, physically, and socially.

We lost memories for different reasons. Some had
strokes, either before or because of the aneurysms or
AVMs. For others, the treatment or surgery to repair
the problem caused some memory loss. Fear lurks; we
don’t want to lose any more memories.

Staying mentally active is hard work. Keeping
physically active requires determination and
commitment. Remaining socially active takes courage,
especially when we know we may forget names or
words, have a seizure, or perhaps blurt out something
we never would have said when our “filters” were
intact. Difficult or not, we need to do it. We have
survived too much to quit now.

Brain surgery contributed to my memory loss, but
small vessel brain disease caused my stroke, and it is
slowly stealing more of my memories. Imagine my
brain as a table covered with shiny pennies, neatly
placed in rows. Take away one penny, then another.
Pick up a random penny from the middle, now from
the top, the right, the left. I can compensate for a
“penny” lost here and there, but eventually the empty
spots in my brain will leave me vulnerable.

Filling our May baskets was difficult, because we lived
in far upstate New York, a place not famous for early
springs. Sometimes we hunted a long time even to find
dandelions. We cheered each other with, “Keep
looking!” Our support room is full of cheerleaders. We
encourage each other to keep trying, mentally,
physically and socially. You will never find a better
group of friends, and we always have room for one
more.

Every donation matters and every dollar counts. Help support our mission and make
a difference in the lives of many.

JNF

Bet h’s

by Beth Barnes : JNF Patient Advocate

JUST LAUGH WITH ME!

It was 2 years ago this month that I had taken a trip with 5 of my friends to Costa Rica. It was a
girls trip, and it was celebratory for many reasons. But I was apprehensive. Not for flying, I love to
fly, not for the challenge of visiting someplace new. My fear was because of my head. I have 36
screws, 6 plates and an aneurysm clip inside this noggin. And all I could think of was “Am I going
to set off all the bells and whistles at security in LaGuardia airport.”
We had been up all night and had to check through security at around 5AM. I remember my friend
saying "you go first because if you set off anything then we will be delayed.” All I kept thinking was
please don't let anything set off! I had a letter in hand from my physician stating what I had in my
head. Okay, ready...it was my turn. Shoes off, bags on belt, jewelry off. And right through I went.
No whistles, no alarms, no TSA. WOOHOO! And then, as I gathered my things that horrendous
alarm went off. The kicker is…it wasn’t me. It was one of my girlfriends who had set it off. My
screws and plates made it through, but not her flashy belt didn't - go figure?
That was a scenario that had never happened prior to "The Event". I chose this topic because if
you think back to some of the oddest fears you have ever had, the above doesn't usually make the
list. As survivors we carry many things on our worry list that most people don't think twice about. I
don't advertise the fact that I have so much metal in my head. But at work when I may walk by the
MRI trailer, I get anxious. What if I were on the golf course in the middle of a thunder and lightening
storm…Am I a conduit? Wait a minute. I don't golf and never have I stood out in a thunderstorm
looking for trouble. It is these irrational thoughts that many don't understand. And we don't often
either.

To all the mothers…

We usually work through those crazy thoughts, and quite frequently bring a laugh or a smile to the
faces of those who happen to hear them. If our neurosurgeons could hear the internal dialogue we
have, it certainly would make them smile!
My thought is this. Let us voice our inner fears, laugh with us when we realize that it isn't going to
occur, and recognize that this is just another side effect from what we have gone through. And stay
off the golf course during thunderstorms...just to be on the safe side!

Sincerely,
The Joe Niekro Foundation

JNF TEEN ADVOCATE SPEAKS ON STROKE
On May 23rd, 2014, high school senior, Rachel Castro’s life changed forever. At the young age of 17, Rachel suffered a stroke
“I’ll never forget the excruciating headache I experienced,” says Rachel. When my co-worker saw the pain I was in, she half-jokingly
said “maybe you’re having a stroke.” I replied with a small laugh, ”Don't say that.” Rachel then fell off the chair because her left side
had gone numb. Right then her co-worker knew it was no laughing matter and immediately called 911.
Rachel was taken to Rush Hospital and treated by JNF Medical Advisory Member, Dr. Demetrius Lopes who determined that
Rachel’s stroke was the result of an arteriovenous malformation (AVM), which occurs when a tangle of blood vessels in the brain or
on it’s surface bypasses normal brain tissue and directly diverts blood from the arteries to the veins. Dr. Lopes removed the a portion
of Rachel’s skull on the right side and clipped the AVM. Her stroke occurred in the right temporal/parietal lobe, affecting her hearing
and memory. She lost her left peripheral vision, her hearing was bad on the left side, had short term memory loss, bad balance,
speech difficulties, and slow thinking processes. Now, almost a year later, Rachel is stronger than ever before and exercising daily.
She still deals with auditory memory problems, balance issues, has trouble hearing and her bottom left peripheral is blurred out, but
she is continuing to improve daily.
This past September, Castro stood before her peers and spoke about the stroke she suffered just four months prior. As she stood in
front of the classroom, she appeared to be a model of good health. But the rehabilitation hasn't been easy she admitted. “I couldn't
speak well after the surgery, and talked "like a little kid," she said.
"I'm not as smart, and it's OK, 'cause I went through something very big. It's OK because I made it through and I'm still making it.”
Today, Rachel works hard to spread awareness and the importance of understanding the signs of a stroke.
Her story made such an impact in her community that she is now the face blanketing the Chicago transit system in support of
Stroke Awareness Month.
The experience has brought Castro closer to God and family and
given her a deeper appreciation for life, she said.
"When I first walked outside after having a stroke, I was crying
because of the beauty that I could still see.”

Check out Brainstorming with Beth every Sunday in the JNF Online Support Group

JNF
IT HAPPENED TO ME

By: Joanna Miller

When I got to my big-ten college in 2010, I figured it was the beginning of the rest of my life. After four years
working my tail off in high school, I was finally free! Before long, I started volunteering for paid medical research
on campus.
It was pretty straightforward; answering questions about my life, wearing a watch that tracked how much I slept, even going in
for an MRI so researchers could watch my brain light up when they showed me different photos. The next day, I got a surprise
phone call, and felt my stomach fill with butterflies.
“Joanna? It’s Dr. Fitzgerald, from the MRI. We saw something that looked a little out of place and I’ve scheduled an
appointment with University Health Services tomorrow. Good luck.”
Fast forward to the following week: My mom and I sat anxiously in the doctor’s office. He looked me directly in the eye and told
me he has some bad news. He showed me a picture of my brain that looked like it had a ball of yarn in it and said I had what is
known as an arteriovenous malformation, or AVM. The location in the left frontal lobe of my brain meant that any attempt to
remove it would jeopardize my speech, logic and personality. The surgeon said he wouldn’t operate and encouraged me to
seek multiple opinions. Over the next three months, I met with four more surgeons. Overwhelmed by the decisions I was being
asked to make, I simply threw up my hands and said, “Nope.” I later hit bottom while taking an exam during the hardest class of
my college career; my mind went blank and I couldn’t remember how to answer a single question. A week later, I started
therapy.
The first thing I did was give myself permission to stop actively pursuing medical treatment. I had been in therapy for almost a
year when I started looking up AVM support groups. Shortly after, I started meeting other people my age who had already
suffered bleeds from AVMs. They urged me to protect myself by seeking treatment, but most of all, they made me realize that I
wasn’t as alone as I had felt.
After almost a year of therapy, I finally felt better and decided to have the surgery.
So, on August 21, 2013, I had my first of two gamma knife treatments. And by the time I walked
out of the hospital, I felt like a free woman. I traveled to Europe and met “The One.” Two years
later, I now live in Sydney and will be starting my first semester of grad school soon. My future still
holds a lot of scary unknowns, but for the first time in my life, I feel like I can handle them. After all,
it’s not brain surgery, right?
s
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A DOSE OF MY OWN MEDICINE by: Marcy Mudd - parent to a brain aneurysm survivor

On May 17th 2015 Madeline Mudd will graduate from high school. Graduating on time, with full credits, and with
her class, has been the goal since her rupture almost two years ago. So why just last week did I finally have her senior portraits
taken? Why have I not opened her box of announcements? And why have I not even gathered any addresses? Shame on
me. Why am I so hesitant to celebrate her major milestone? She earned this diploma through blood sweat and tears! I post
Milestone Monday on our parent support group page and we cheer, celebrate and give a WHOOP WHOOP to any and all
milestones. Where is my WHOOP WHOOP for Madeline? I need to take a dose of my own medicine. A few things come to my
mind. I think I have drug my feet partly because I am very disappointed with her high school. I don’t feel like celebrating with
the school. I am tired of emailing her teachers when they don’t follow her accommodations. I am angry with her case manager
for saying to me “I ask her teachers to follow them”. It is a law. They shouldn’t have to be asked. School has been extremely
difficult and stressful for Madeline. I just want to close this door and move on to community college. So I should be cheering
right? Maybe part of my hesitation comes from the dread of seeing the former friends who turned their backs on her? I don’t
want to see them all together and see Madeline by herself. When our aneurysm/avm survivor kids try and return to their normal
life, it is like putting a square peg in a round hole. They just don’t quite fit in anymore, especially in high school. Once you have
faced death, it is hard to return to the everyday drama of high school. I know part of my hesitation is just plain fear. On the
long road of recovery we have been extremely fortunate that Madeline hasn’t had any major setbacks. I am afraid to put this in
writing though. What if I jinx it? I learned in the ICU not to celebrate too quickly. Once you have been shaken to your core by
the words “We don’t know if we can save her,” it changes you. I know other parents feel the same. When do we feel
comfortable; really comfortable celebrating? But, I must put on my brave face and get this done. I do want to watch her walk
across that stage in her red cap and gown. It will be a symbol of her perseverance. It will be a symbol of new and better things
to come for Madeline Mudd.It’s time for me to take a dose of my own medicine. It’s time for me to let go of my fears. I am
allowed to celebrate.
Tonight, I will get her pictures printed. On Saturday, I will mail the announcements. And on May 17th 2015
I will say “Take That Aneurysm.” You did not win this one. Madeline Mudd will get her WHOOP
WHOOP!!

Thank you for your support!
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The Joe Niekro Foundation™ was established in 2008 in honor of the founder’s
father, Joe Niekro, who lost his life from a sudden ruptured brain aneurysm on
October 27, 2006. The astonishing lack of pubic awareness and under-support of
research of such a widespread and often fatal condition led to the launch of a
crusade to educate and encourage awareness about cerebral disorders. The
Joe Niekro Foundation™ is committed to supporting patients and families,
research, treatment and awareness of brain aneurysms, AVMs and hemorrhagic
strokes. We provide education on the risk factors, causes and treatments of
these conditions while funding the advancement of neurological research.
Every donation matters - every dollar counts. The Joe Niekro Foundation™ is a
registered 501 (c)3 which means your donations are 100% tax deductible.
"The Joe Niekro Foundation™ isn't a clinically trained organization and all therapy regiments
brought before the support group are informational in purpose only and do not represent an
represent an endorsement or recommendation of any kind."

DONATE TODAY

Click here to subscribe to the Knuckle-Up Newsletter
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